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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to use the New South Wales Department of Education and Training (NSWDET) Quality Teaching model (NSWQTM) to assess the variation in teaching in secondary Human Society and Its Environment (HSIE) Key Learning Area (KLA) classrooms and to explain the variations in the teaching observed from a participants’ perspective. Overall, the findings indicated that the HSIE teachers in this study appeared to be ‘teaching defensively’ (by analogy with ‘driving defensively’) or ‘playing it safe’.

The mixed method ‘explanatory sequential design’ provided an innovative approach to researching classroom practice. This design involved two distinct data collection and analysis phases and an interpretation phase. The first phase of the study was quantitative and assessed the variation in teaching in eight Stage 4/5 History and Geography classrooms from five NSW public secondary schools using the NSWQTM descriptors. The second phase was qualitative with formal, semi-structured interviews exploring the teacher participants’ perceptions of influences on their classroom practice. Both data sets were analysed and reported separately.

The first phase findings indicated that the general qualities of good pedagogy, as measured by the NSWQTM, were not evident to any great extent in these Stage 4/5 HSIE classrooms. A major contribution of this study to research was the identification of a ‘typical HSIE pedagogy’ with a statistical upper (‘ceiling’) and lower limit (‘floor’) in the coded pedagogy.

The second phase of this study investigated these HSIE teachers’ perceptions of influences on their classroom practice and identified four ‘domains of influence’ as emerging from their responses. These included their own perceptions of ‘good teaching’, teacher professional learning, and educational leadership across schools and at a state and district/regional level and ‘Classroom Pedagogical Alignment’.

In the final interpretation phase, the second phase findings provided a qualitative basis to draw inferences and links to explain the classroom observation findings. From this comparison, it appeared that the ‘domains of influence’ impacted these HSIE teachers’ classroom instructional decisions and, subsequently, the pedagogy observed. In the broader context, these findings have implications for policy makers about what is needed for the NSWQTM and for good teaching in general, to become part of day-to-day classroom practice.